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Abstract— A LM-13 material casting has been conducted by 

sand casting process in present work. The thermal history 

obtained from the experiment has used to solve IHTC 

(Inverse Heat Transfer Coefficient). Acquired IHTC values 

have presented as a function of time and casting surface 

temperature at the interface. The same has applied to the 

specific case of numerical study of solid cylinder. Finite 

element method is used for numerical simulation problem. 

The time taken for completion of solidification with respect 

to the process parameters is discussed. Pro-Cast software 

package is used for numerical simulation. Autonix 

Temperature indicator and K-type thermocouple is used for 

temperature measurement. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Casting is an important process in manufacturing sector. 

Complicated shapes are made using the casting processes for 

several industrial applications. Optimum mold design is a 

must for good quality castings. Development of mold through 

experimental study is a difficult and costly route. 

Alternatively, modelling of the solidification process, taking 

into account various factors close to the reality will help to 

achieve an optimum mold design. A mold design evolved 

through simulation studies can be subjected to experimental 

verification, with reduced cost and time. The process 

parameters affecting the quality of the casting are: pouring 

temperature, mold temperature, shape of the casting and rate 

of cooling etc. Basically, the metal solidification process is a 

heat transfer problem with phase change. Initially, the mold 

is called with liquid metal. As the heat is conducted through 

the mold to the atmosphere, the temperature reduces and 

solidification starts from the mold wall and progresses 

inward. During this phase change, latent heat is released at 

the solidification front in the case of pure metal and in the 

mushy zone in the case of alloys. The modelling of 

solidification process has remained a topic of active interest 

for several decades. Earlier studies were confined mainly to 

one-dimensional problems with severe approximations such 

as properties remaining constant with temperature. Recent 

developments in analytical methods and advanced 

computational facilities have enabled improved modelling, 

taking into account various parameters which influence the 

quality of castings. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

T.R. Vijayaram et. al [1] in their paper, talks about the 

significance of heat transfer in the simulation procedure. 

Their paper surveys the points of interest of computer 

modelling of solidification of castings in metallurgical 

designing foundries. Hassan Jafari et. al [2]completed 

computer helped thermal investigation to exactly measure the 

thermal attributes of AZ91D magnesium composite granules 

amid in situ liquefying and hardening in investment casting 

procedure. Ceramic shell moulds of two distinct thicknesses 

outfitted with profoundly touchy thermocouples at three 

unique areas were arranged to give a scope of heating and 

cooling rates amid in situ liquefying and cementing. The 

outcomes uncovered that different heat regimes were 

experienced by the granules at distinctive areas of the mould 

amid heating, which led to asynchronous melting of the 

granules. It was found that both dissolving beginning and 

finishing were expanded with expanding heating rate; 

conversely inverse performance was seen amid cooling. The 

onset and the end of hardening temperatures and duration 

diminished with expanding cooling and solidification rates. 

The data from this methodology is extremely pivotal for 

suppressing mould-metal response particularly amid cooling 

in casting of magnesium alloys by investment casting 

procedure. Denis O' Mahoney, David J. Browne [3] displayed 

a strategy to focus the thermal boundary conditions existing 

amid the hardening of metallic alloys in the investment 

casting procedure. Quantitative data about these conditions is 

required The aluminium casting composites utilized as a part 

of this study were 413, A356, 319, and financially pure 

aluminium. These alloys have fundamentally diverse 

solidifying ranges. Specifically, it was found that alloys with 

a high solidifying reach set with rates of heat exchange to the 

mould which are extremely delicate to metal static head. A. 

Venkatesan [4] in his study established, a system for FE 

modelling of solidification of casting. The striking elements 

of the system are: incorporation of latent heat through 

enthalpy strategy, integration of air gap by coincident node 

process, capacity. They wrote a on C++ language utilizing 

Gaussian elimination approach to explain the matrices. M. 

Ruhul Amina and Anurag Mahajan[5] effectively actualized 

Prandtl mixing length hypothesis with average heat ability to 

demonstrate turbulent continuous casting (CC) process. This 

strategy include zero equation model along simplicity of 

keeping higher time step increment utilizing average heat 

capacity method. A progression of simulation were examined 

to study the impact of inlet speed, superheat, mould cooling 

rate and post mould cooling rate on the characteristics and 

were displayed. Lei Zhang et.al[6] they studied, a mesh-less 

technique, finite point method, and connected to model metal 

hardening procedures in continuous casting. Jinwu Kang et.al 

[7] proposed new strategy – post solidification intensive riser 

cooling (PSIRC). Forced convection cools riser from its top 

surface as the hardening of a casting completes, then the 

risers are transformed into cooling passages amid the cooling 

procedure of a casting with complexity to their capacity of 

feeding passages amid the solidification procedure. This 

method can understand inside-out, quick and notwithstanding 

cooling of castings, which may enhance the creation 

productivity and diminish residual stresses and deformation.  

III. ESTABLISHMENT OF IHTC VALUE 

In this experimental study solid cylinder has taken as casting 

part. Dimension of the cylinder is 50×100mm.Material for 

pattern making is wood. Firstly mould cavity has prepared 
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through green sand then molten metal is poured. After 

pouring molten metal, temperature profile through K-type 

thermocouple has been obtained. Figure 1 shows the FE 

model of cylinder and location of nodes in mould cavity 

respectively. 

 
Fig. 1: FE model of cylinder 

 
Fig. 2: Locations of nodes 

Two nodes have selected for temperature 

measurement, these nodes are located at the boundary as 

shown in figure 1. After collecting data results are compared 

with numerical simulation. For numerical simulation FE 

based Pro-cast s used.  

A. Numerical Simulation: 

Table 1& 2 shows the LM-13 composition percentage and 

physical properties respectively used in numerical 

simulation. 

Element % composition 

Al 83-86 

Si 12-13 

FE 1.2-1.5 

Ni 2-3 

Zn 0.35-0.3 

Mn 0.35-0.3 

Other 0.05 

Table 1: percentage composition of LM-13 

Properties Metal 

Density (Kg/m3) 2758 

Conductivity(W/m-k) 71 

Specific heat (KJ/kg-k) 1.591 

Latent heat (KJ/kg) 459.4 

Liquidus temperature (°C) 627.3 

Solidus temperature (°C) 520.0 

Table 2: Thermo physical properties of LM-13 

IV. RESULTS 

After setting the boundary conditions, plot of time 

temperature graph for different IHTC value have obtained. 

Data obtained from the numerical simulation has been 

compared with the experimental results for the same set of 

material and boundary conditions. Both Figures 2 and 3 

represents the comparison of the result. Figures show the 

range of IHTC values for simulation and experimental 

results. IHTC values have been varied with time. 

Figure 2 shows the results at the left boundary node 

of the mould cavity while figure 2 shows the results at the 

right boundary node of the mould cavity. Blue line shows the 

experimental results while red and green line shows the 

numerical simulation results. In figure 2minimum value of 

IHTC is found to be 30w/m2-k and maximum value is found 

to be 5000w/m2-k.Figure 3 which represent the results at the 

right boundary node of mould cavity same curves and data 

has obtained. This is validation of our time temperature 

graph. 

 
Fig. 2: Experimental results v/s numerical simulation at 

node 1 

 
Fig. 3: Experimental results v/s numerical simulation at 

node 2 

V. CONCLUSION 

[1] Numerical results have been found to be good when 

compared with the experimental results.  

[2] Experimental results found to be lie in between 

numerical results obtained 
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[3] Minimum and maximum IHTC values found are 

30w/m2-k and 5000w/m2-k. 

[4] FE software package gives good results 
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